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Abstract
Face images captured through glass are usually contaminated by reflections. The low-transmitted reflections make the reflection
removal more challenging than for general scenes because important facial features would be completely occluded. In this
paper, we propose and solve the face image reflection removal problem. We recover the important facial structures by
incorporating inpainting ideas into a guided reflection removal framework, which takes two images as the input and considers
various face-specific priors. We use a newly collected face reflection image dataset to train our model and compare with
state-of-the-art methods. The proposed method shows advantages in estimating reflection-free face images for improving face
recognition.
Keywords Reflection removal · Deep learning · Face images · Optical flow

1 Introduction
As one of the commonly observed subjects in computer
vision, face images are often captured by various types of
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imaging sensors under unconstrained wild scenarios, which
bring different types of distortions to the clear face images.
When face images are captured behind a piece of glass, the
reflection-contaminated face images not only unpleasantly
affect the human perception but also degrade the performance
of vision algorithms applied on the face. Therefore, it is of
great interest to remove the reflections and enhance the visibility of the human faces behind glass.
Different from general objects or scenes, faces have
their own specific priors awarded by humans, and a slight
reflection (transmitted) distortion may significantly affect
human perception (Liu et al. 2007). When reflection becomes
stronger (low-transmitted), machine vision algorithms may
fail due to the loss or degradation of important facial structures. How to remove low-transmitted reflections and recover
important structures for machine vision methods pose unique
challenges for face image reflection removal.
Existing reflection removal methods (Li and Brown 2014;
Wan et al. 2016, 2018a; Fan et al. 2017, 2019) can be directly
applied to reflection-contaminated face images. However,
due to ignorance of the specific facial priors and the lowtransmitted reflections, artifacts on face largely remain on
the recovered ‘reflection-free’ face image (e.g., the result
obtained by CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017) in Fig. 1). Thus,
methods designed for generic reflections are not applicable
to the face image reflection removal problem. To recover
the facial details largely occluded by low-transmitted reflections, it is also straight-forward to integrate specific facial
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Fig. 1 Examples of transmitted (TAM) reflections with higher transmittance, low-transmitted (Low-TAM) reflections with lower transmittance, and the reflection removal results obtained by using NR17
(Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), CEILNet (Fan
et al. 2017), ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b), and our method

priors into the image inpainting methods (e.g., Pathak et al.
2016; Zhang et al. 2018a). However, solely relying on
learned representations from the training data to inpaint the
reflection-contaminated regions may not faithfully retain the
lost face identity feature.
Due to the widespread usage of video surveillance devices,
the face images may be captured as a video clip or an image
sequence. It provides more possibilities to better recover the
reflection-contaminated facial information by using another
face image with different viewpoints from the same video

Fig. 2 The framework of our proposed network. It consists of three networks with distinctive functions: 1 : the siamese estimation networks
to roughly estimate the missing facial information by using two images,
2 : the face alignment network to compensate the different motion direction between two face images, and 3 : the local refinement networks
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clip or the image sequence. Inspired by this observation, we
propose to investigate a variety of factors related to facial
components in a systematic framework. Instead of directly
predicting the missing information from the learned representations, we employ the guided scheme, where we assume
that the missing facial details in the target image would be
better recovered with another image. Previous methods (Wan
et al. 2017b; Li et al. 2018b) have shown that a sort of such
a scheme can provide more accurate identity details of the
human faces due to the additional information (e.g., different facial poses or reflection properties) from another image
in the sequence with different face movement. In particular, we propose to leverage the complementary merits from
image inpainting and reflection removal to roughly recover
the facial information occluded by low-transmitted reflections. Furthermore, to compensate for the motion differences
between the target and auxiliary image, we conduct image
registration between them by estimating their motion field.
Finally, we attempt to further refine the facial details in the
target image by embedding the facial priors and feature-level
similarity into the estimation process.
Our complete framework is shown in Fig. 2, which
includes three major components: the siamese estimation network to roughly estimate the missing facial information with
two images as the input, the face alignment network to compensate different motions between two face images, and the
local refinement network to refine the local details. Our major
contributions are summarized as follows:

to refine the local details based on the prior embedding scheme 4 . Lc
is the local context loss, L1 is the classical pixel-wise loss, Ladv is the
adversarial loss, LFAN is the landmark loss for the face alignment network, Ls is the local structural facial loss, and Lsti is the statistic loss
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– We propose the first reflection removal framework that
targets at the face images to improve human perception
and facilitate machine vision algorithms.
– We propose an effective approach to recovering important facial structures by systematically incorporating the
guided scheme and the specific facial priors into the
whole framework, respectively.
– We build the first face reflection image dataset to facilitate
the research of reflection removal towards quantitative
and qualitative evaluation in a specific domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces relevant existing works. Section 3 introduce
the preparation for the training dataset and our proposed
method, respectively. Experimental comparisons with other
state-of-the-art methods and discussions for the single-image
and guided scheme are prepared in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

the motion cues between the background and reflection using
at least two images of the same scene from different viewpoints. The motion cues can be modeled by using different
parametric models, like the affine transformation (Gai et al.
2012), the homography (Gai et al. 2014), optical flow (Yang
et al. 2016), SIFT flow (Li and Brown 2013; Sun et al. 2013),
and the recently proposed co-saliency (Han and Sim 2018).
Instead of using the motion flow estimation, Fan et al. (2019)
introduced a method to solve this problem by embedding the
removal and combination process into a unified framework,
which releases the requirement for the supervised training
data. Besides using images captured under the normal conditions, some methods also make use of images taken under
special conditions and camera settings, such as using flash
and non-flash image pair (Chang et al. 2020) and a pair of
unpolarized and polarized images (Lyu et al. 2019). However, existing methods are all designed for general scenes,
which have difficulty in preserving facial details in the face
image reflection removal problem.

2 Related Work
2.1 Reflection Removal
Previous works on reflection removal can be roughly classified into two categories. The first category solves by using
single-image based methods. For example, by using the
single image as the input, Li and Brown (2014) and Arvanitopoulos et al. (2017) made use of the different blur levels of
the background and reflection layers. Shih et al. (2015) used
the GMM patch prior to removing reflections with the visible
ghosting effects. Recently, deep learning is adopted by more
methods to solve the reflection removal problem. For example, Fan et al. (2017) proposed a two-stage deep learning
approach to learn the mapping between the mixture images
and the estimated clean images. Wan et al. (2018a) also proposed a concurrent model to better preserve the background
details. The methods proposed by Zhang et al. (2018b) and
Yang et al. (2018) all utilized the generative model to better learn the mappings from the mixture image to the clean
images. Besides, to facilitate the network optimization with
unpaired training dataset, some methods (Ma et al. 2019;
Lee et al. 2018) based on the weakly-supervised model was
also proposed recently. ERRNet (Wei et al. 2019) also tried
to optimize the network with the misaligned training data.
Instead of using the pixel-wise loss functions, they leverage
advantages from the feature loss to alleviate the misalignment
issues that may influence the estimation accuracy.
Another category of method adopts multiple images to
solve this problem. By taking multiple images under different
conditions (e.g., illuminations, viewpoints, different focuses,
or varied polarizer angles) as the input, some methods exploit

2.2 Face Image Enhancement
Numerous methods have been proposed during the past
decades to solve different face image enhancement problem
including face hallucination (Liu et al. 2007), face deblurring (Pan et al. 2014), and face image inpainting (Lin and
Tang 2007). For example, Baker and Kanade (2000) learned
a prior on the spatial distribution of the image gradient for
frontal face image. Wang and Tang (2005) implemented the
mapping between LR and HR faces by an eigen transformation. Yang et al. (2013) also incorporated the face priors by
using the mapping between specific facial components. Pan
et al. (2014) searched for similar faces from a face dataset
and extract reference exemplar contours for estimating blur
kernels.
Recently, the end-to-end deep learning framework is introduced to solve this problem in a data-driven manner. For
example, Li et al. (2017b) proposed a method based on the
generative model to solve the face inpainting problem. Chen
et al. (2018) made full use of facial landmark heatmaps and
parsing maps to solve the face super-resolution problem.
Shen et al. (2018) also proposed a method to solve the face
deblurring problem by leveraging advantages from the face
semantic priors. Song et al. (2017) first generated facial components by CNNs and then synthesized fine-grained facial
structures through a component enhancement method. However, the face image reflection removal problem has never
been explicitly modeled and solved.
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Fig. 3 Left: the background face images, reflection images, the binary mask, and the corresponding synthetic mixture images in our training dataset;
Right: the target image, auxiliary image, and the reference image in the evaluation dataset

3 Proposed Method
In this section, we describe the dataset, the design methodology of the proposed reflection removal network, the
optimization process, and the training details.

et al. (2018a). Then, we generate the mixture images by
using Eq. 1. To focus on the vital facial components, we
further adopt the MTCNN (Zhang et al. 2016) to crop the
face portion from the original image. Besides, we also generate the binary mask W corresponding to the low-transmitted
reflection regions used in the training stage as follows:

3.1 Dataset Preparation



The data-driven approaches need a large-scale dataset to learn
the inherent reflection properties (Wan et al. 2018a). Previous
methods (Wan et al. 2018a; Fan et al. 2017; Zhang et al.
2018b) obtain the training dataset by using the following
image formation model:
I = αB + βR,

(1)

where α and β are the mixing coefficients and I, B, and R
are the mixture image, the background image, and reflection image, respectively. The background images B can be
obtained from generic image datasets (e.g., PASCAL (Everingham et al. 2010) or COCO (Lin et al. 2014)) only when
targeting the reflections at general scenes (Wan et al. 2018a;
Fan et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018b). Accordingly, existing benchmark reflection removal datasets (e.g., SIR2 (Wan
et al. 2017a)) are not suitable for our ask due to the scenery
diversity. Although many face image datasets have been proposed (e.g., CELEBA (Liu et al. 2015) and CASIA Webface
dataset (Yi et al. 2014)), they are also not applicable to our
problem since they mostly consider a fixed facial pose. To
facilitate the training and evaluation of our approach, we
build a large-scale face image training dataset collected from
online resources and its corresponding evaluation dataset
taken in the real world.
3.1.1 Training Dataset
Our background face images in the training dataset are
collected from YouTube by cropping face images from several consecutive video frames. The reflection images are
taken by ourselves based on the method proposed in Wan
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W( p) =

1
0

if p ∈ Ω,
if p ∈
/ Ω,

(2)

where Ω denotes the regions with low-transmitted reflection. We set the regions in the reflection images with pixel
values larger than 100 as the low-transmitted reflections.
Since this threshold setting may still lead to misclassified
regions, we manually correct the misclassified regions for
better accuracy. For images only with the transmitted reflections, the binary mask is with all zero values. We show
samples from our training dataset and the corresponding
binary mask in Fig. 3.
Our training dataset has two major characteristics: (1)
Scale: The training dataset have 15950 face images from
approximately 450 people to meet the request of data-driven
methods and each person is labeled by their corresponding
person IDs; (2) Diversity. The face images in the training
dataset are with different races, expressions, and poses.
3.1.2 Evaluation Dataset
The images in the evaluation dataset are all taken in the real
world by using different capturing devices (e.g., DSLR cameras and mobile phones). The target and auxiliary images are
from the same image sequence taken under the burst mode.
For a target image from the sequence, we manually choose an
image with different or less reflection from its next ten frames
as the auxiliary image. If images in the next ten frames are all
with similar reflections to the target image, we then randomly
choose one image as the auxiliary image. By removing the
glass, we also take its corresponding reference image without the reflection for the evaluation purposes. The reference
images are with the same identity information to the mixture
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image but different expressions or facial poses. Since we
mainly consider the reflections that may influence the recognition accuracy, the mixture images in our dataset mainly
look like the first column in the right part of Fig. 3, where the
low-transmitted reflections occlude the facial components.
We also prepare two identities covered by general transmitted reflections like the second column in the right examples
of Fig. 3. The evaluation dataset has 450 images from 25
different persons.

where z is the input to the network, z ∗ is its corresponding ground truth,  is the element-wise product operation,
and W denotes the binary mask corresponding to the lowtransmitted reflections. When the reflections occupy the
whole image plane, Eq. 4 degrades to the common global
loss.

3.2 Network Architecture

Ladv = min max E z,z ∗ ∼Pr [Ds (z, z ∗ )]
Gs Ds ∈D

As shown in Fig. 2, our network includes three parts to do
the missing facial information estimation, motion compensation, and local refinement, respectively. Except that the face
alignment network is largely based on an existing optical
flow estimation network (Fischer et al. 2015), the other three
networks all have a similar mirror-like framework with the
encoder to capture the context information by contracting the
feature channels step by step and decoder part to obtain the
final results.
3.2.1 Siamese Estimation Networks
Since we assume the auxiliary image is with less or different
reflection, the missing information in the target image may
be preserved in the auxiliary image. The previous method (Li
et al. 2018b) has shown that the missing facial details in the
target image may be better reconstructed based on the information in the auxiliary image. However, due to the occlusions
caused by the reflections, it is non-trivial to estimate facial
priors (e.g., facial landmark positions and parsing) from
the reflection-contaminated input images directly. As shown
in Fig. 2 1 , we first use the siamese estimation network with
shared weights to roughly estimate the coarse face images
from the input image pair as:
g

{Bm
s , Bs } = {Gs (Im ), Gs (Ig )},

(3)

where Gs denotes one branch of the siamese estimation networks, Im and Ig are the target image and auxiliary image
with different reflections or varying facial properties (e.g.,
g
pose and illuminations), and Bm
s and Bs are the roughly
recovered images corresponding to Im and Ig , respectively.
Local context loss Due to the regional property of reflections (Wan et al. 2018b), the missing information occluded by
the low-transmitted reflections cannot be well reconstructed
by solely minimizing the global loss on the whole image.
Accordingly, we adopt the local context loss widely used by
the image inpainting methods (Pathak et al. 2016) as:
Lc = W  (Gs (z) − z ∗ )1 ,

Adversarial loss To roughly estimate the missing information
occluded by the low-transmitted reflections, we employ the
Conditional Wasserstein GAN as follows:

(4)

(5)

− E z∼Pr [Ds (z, Gs (z))],

where Ds is the discriminator network, E[·] denotes the
expectation operation, D is the set of 1-Lipschitz functions
and Pr is the real data distributions. Since we use the conditional GAN, the input to the discriminator is an 6-channel
tensor with the 128×128 size by concatenating the estimated
image with the input image. Our discriminator has 4 strided
convolutional layers followed by the ReLU activation function, which downsamples the feature size from 128 × 128 to
8 × 8 finally. In the last layer, we use the linear function to
generate the final result.
Combining the above terms, the loss function for the
siamese estimation networks become:
g

m
m
m
g
LSEN = αe (L1 (Bm
s , B )+Lc (Bs , B ))+λe (L1 (Bs , B )
g

g

+ Lc (Bs , Bg )) + βe (Lm
adv + Ladv ),
(6)
where L1 is the classical pixel-wise loss, Bm and Bg denote
g
the ground truth of Bm
s and Bs , respectively, and αe = 0.5,
λe = 1, and βe = 10−4 are weights to balance different
terms.
Each sub-network in the siamese estimation networks can
be regarded as a single-image approach. From the results
shown in Fig. 4, using such a network alone is not sufficient
to effectively recover the whole facial information. However,
from the face parsing results shown in Fig. 4, it helps to
alleviate the difficulties for estimating the facial priors in the
next stage by estimating some key facial components.
3.2.2 Face Alignment Network
Due to the misalignment between the input image pair, their
motion or pose inconsistency may increase the difficulty to
recover image details (Xue et al. 2017). As shown in Fig. 2 2
and 3 , to compensate the motion inconsistency, we adopt
FlowNetS model (Fischer et al. 2015) as the backbone to
build the face alignment network. It takes the two roughly
recovered images from the siamese estimation networks as
the input and aims at estimating the optical flow from Bm
s to
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g

Fig. 4 From left to right: the target image Im and the auxiliary image Ig , the intermediate results Bm
s and Bs obtained by the siamese estimation
network, the parsing maps of Bm
s and Im obtained by the face parsing network, and the final result of the local refinement network
g

Bs as shown in Fig. 2 as follows:
g

Φ = G f (Bm
s , Bs ),

(7)

where G f denotes the face alignment network and Φ denotes
the estimated optical flow field. With the flow field Φ, the
auxiliary image can be warped to the target image by using
the spatial transformer network (Jaderberg et al. 2015) as:


Bw
s (i, j) =

g

y

Bs (h, w)M(0, 1 − |Φi j − h|)

h,w∈N

M

(0, 1 − |Φixj

(8)
− w|),
y

where M = max(0, ·), Φixj and Φi j denote the predicted x
and y coordinates for the pixel Bw
s (i, j) and N represents
y
the four-pixel neighbors of (Φi,x j , Φi, j ).
Landmark loss The classical FlowNetS model (Fischer et al.
2015) is trained by using the supervised training strategy.
However, due to the lack of corresponding ground truth optical flow, the supervised training strategy is not applicable
in our settings. Accordingly, an unsupervised training strategy is proposed in Jason et al. (2016) by minimizing the
MSE loss between a warped image and another non-warped
g
image. However, as the roughly estimate results Bm
s , Bs may
have different colors, the MSE loss on the pixel domain cannot serve as a valid way to measure the difference. Thus,
we adopt the facial landmarks and the face parsing results to
alleviate the influence of the color differences.
g
m
In order to align Bm
s and Bs , the landmarks of Bs and
w
those of the warped image Bs should be close to each other.
We first get the facial landmarks corresponding to Bm
s and
and
then
define
the
landmark
loss
as
follows:
Bw
s
68
s 68
2
LFAN = {θ m }i,
j=1 − {θ }i, j=1 2 ,

(9)

s 68
68
where {θ m }i,
j=1 and {θ }i, j=1 are the facial landmarks corm
responding to Bs and Bw
s , respectively.

3.2.3 Local Refinement Network
The face alignment network has compensated the motion differences between the target image and the auxiliary image.
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Based on the guided scheme discussed in Sect. 3.2.1, to provide more accurate identity information and suppress the
artifacts appeared in the target image after the siamese estimation (Bm
s shown in Fig. 4), we concatenate the warped
m
auxiliary image Bw
s with Bs as the input to the local refinement network.
Face parsing However, in some situations, even the auxiliary
image itself may also be corrupted (e.g., all facial components are covered by reflection) and cannot provide enough
information. To address this issue, we further explore the
advantages from the facial shape information as a prior to
supervising the whole estimation process, since the facial
shape information is better preserved even with different
image resolutions and small artifacts (Chen et al. 2018). Previous methods (Li et al. 2017b; Chen et al. 2018) have proved
the effectiveness of the face parsing maps as a shape prior to
preserving the essential appearance information and rough
locations of the facial components. To estimate the parsing
maps of facial components, we use the U-Net (Ronneberger
et al. 2015) as the face parsing networks but just keep the
vital layers for the efficiency of the whole network. As shown
in Fig. 2, the semantic face parsing map obtained by using the
face parsing network is an 11-channel tensor and each tensor
denotes a facial component (e.g., eye, nose, and mouth, etc.).
We then concatenate this 11-channel tensor with the roughly
estimated image Bm
s (3 channels) and the warped auxiliary
(3
channels)
as the input to the local refinement
image Bw
s
network as follows:
w
m
Bm = Go ([Bm
s , Bs , G p (Bs )]),

(10)

where Go is the local refinement network, G p is the face parsing network, Bm denotes the final estimated results (Fig. 2 5 ),
and G p (Bm
s ) is the face parsing maps of facial labels corresponding to Bm
s .
Statistic identity loss To better measure the feature level similarity, we propose a statistic identity loss on the basis of
maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) for the local refinement network. Existing reflection removal methods always
aim at estimating the recovered images with higher PSNR (Li
and Brown 2014) and/or SSIM values (Wan et al. 2018a) by
using different pixel-wise loss functions. Though these pixel-
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wise loss functions are simple to calculate, the recovered face
images estimated by them may have a larger difference from
the ground truth since the face similarity is more properly
defined in a compact feature space rather than the image
pixel space (Zhang et al. 2018a). Two perceptually indistinguishable face images with high SSIM values still have quite
obvious feature-level differences (Zhang et al. 2018a).
To solve this problem, some face restoration methods
(Shen et al. 2018; Deng et al. 2017) adopt the perceptual
loss to measure the high-level feature similarity as:
L f eaur e =



||Fl (z  ) − Fl (z)||22 ,

(11)

l

where Fl denotes the l-th layer features from a pre-trained
loss network (e.g., VGG16 Simonyan and Zisserman 2014)
and z  and z denote the estimate images and targets, respectively.
However, Eq. 11 can only calculate the first-order statistics
of the feature level differences. Moreover, previous methods (Li et al. 2017a) have shown the important roles of the
higher-order statistics in different tasks. Instead of the firstorder statistics used by previous methods (Shen et al. 2018)
in Eq. 11, our proposed statistic identity loss adopts the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) to measure the similarity.
As a kind of distribution divergence measurement derived
from kernel embedding, MMD can measure the similarity
of two distributions based on all-order moments as used in
the two-sample testing problem (Li et al. 2018a; Wan et al.
2019). Given two images z and z  , MMD is defined as:
MMD(z, z  )
2

= E[φ(z)] − E[φ(z  )]
n
m m
n
1 
1 

= 2
k(z i , z i ) + 2
k(z j , z j  )
n
m



−

i=1 i =1
n 
m


2
mn

(12)

j=1 j =1

k(z i , z j ),

i=1 j=1

where i, i  , j, and j  denote the pixel indices, m and n
denote the number of elements in z and z ∗ , respectively,
k = φ(·)φ(·) is a Gaussian kernel, and φ(·) is an implicit
feature mapping (Smola et al. 2007), which can match different order moments of the statistics (Li et al. 2015). Combining
these, our statistic identity loss becomes:
Lsti (Bm , B∗ ) = MMD(Fl (Bm ), Fl (B∗ )).

(13)

In Eq. 13, instead of using VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman
2014) to extract fetures for Fl (·), we set l = 8 by using
features from the 8-th layer of pre-trained LightCNN-9 (Wu
et al. 2018) for both efficiency and effectiveness.

Local structural facial loss As human vision is more sensitive
to the key components (e.g., eyes, lips, and mouths) (Shen
et al. 2018), instead of solely minimizing the global loss
on the whole face image, we use the local structural facial
loss similar to (Shen et al. 2018) to better preserve the facial
information as follows:
Ls (Bm , B∗ ) =

K


m
∗
Mk (G p (Bm
s ))(B − B )1 ,

(14)

k=1

where Mk (·) denotes the binary operation. We impose the
local structural facial loss on eyebrows, eyes, noses, lips,
and teeth.
Then the loss functions for the local refinement becomes:
LLRN = λo L1 (Bm , B∗ ) + αo Ls (Bm , B∗ )
+βo Lsti (Bm , B∗ ),

(15)

where λo = 1.5, αo = 0.5, and βo = 5.

3.3 Implementation and Training Details
We have implemented our model using PyTorch. The complete training processes of our network can be divided into
two stages: (1) We train the siamese estimation networks, the
face parsing network, and the face alignment network separately to convergence. (2) We fix the face parsing network
and then combine them with the local refinement network,
and the entire network is fine-tuned again, which grant more
opportunities to cooperate accordingly. We pretrain the face
parsing networks by using Helen dataset (Le et al. 2012)
with the ground truth of facial components. The landmarks
in Sect. 3.2.2 are obtained by using a pre-trained landmark
estimation network based on the MobileNet (Howard et al.
2017). The size of the input images is set to 128 × 128. The
learning rate for whole network training is set to 5 × 10−5
for the first 30 epochs and then decreases to 5 × 10−6 . Our
whole network occupies 3437 Mb memory size when trained
on Nvidia 1080 with the batch size 4 and input image size
128 × 128.

4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct several experiments to evaluate the
performances of our proposed method. We fist compare the
visual quality of our method and other state-of-the-art reflection removal approaches. Due to the lack of well-aligned
ground truth, we also conduct a user study to investigate
how each method improves human perception. Without loss
of generality, we also evaluate the performances by using
the standard error metric. Besides, another experiment on
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face identity recognition is conducted to investigate whether
our proposed method can contribute to the high-level face
recognition algorithms. Moreover, we fully investigate the
performances of the single-image approach. At last, we conduct an ablation study to verify the effectiveness of each
component in our network.

examples). CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) and CEILNet (Fan
et al. 2017) cause serious color degradation in the estimated
results. It is mainly due to the linear dependence between the
mixture image and background image of their image formation models (Table 1).
4.1.2 Human Perception Evaluations

4.1 Comparison with the State-of-the-Arts
We compare our proposed method with the state-of-the-art
single-image reflection removal methods and multiple-image
reflection removal methods, including NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b), CRRN (Wan
et al. 2018a), CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), WS16 (Wan et al.
2016), and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013). LB13 (Li and Brown
2013) is a multi-image based and other methods are singleimage based. For the fair comparison, we train all data-driven
methods (CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), CEILNet (Fan et al.
2017), and ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b)) with the same training dataset. During the comparisons, LB13 (Li and Brown
2013) and our method use the main and auxiliary images as
the input. Other single-image methods only use the target
image as the input.
4.1.1 Visual Quality Comparison
We first show examples of recovered reflection-free face
images by our method and the other six methods in Fig. 5
to check their visual quality. In these examples, our method
removes reflections more effectively and recovers the details
of the face images more clearly. For images at the bottom with
the transmitted reflections, almost all methods can remove
the reflections more or less. However, CEILNet (Fan et al.
2017) and CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) lead to the color distortion compared to the reference image. ZN18 (Zhang et al.
2018b) keeps the color consistency while some residue edges
still remain in the final estimated results. Other non-learning
based methods cause damage to the facial components.
For images from the first to the fifth row with the lowtransmitted reflections, all the non-learning based methods
(NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), WS16 (Wan et al. 2016,
and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)) cannot remove the lowtransmitted reflections effectively and also downgrade the
visual quality of the regions not covered by reflections. Since
LB13 (Li and Brown 2013) put the motion field estimation
in the first stage of its framework, it may generate wrongly
estimated motion fields due to the low-transmitted reflections, which also downgrade the quality of final results, as
shown in the last column of Fig. 5. Though the data-driven
based methods perform much better than the non-learning
based methods, the final estimated results still remain visible
artifacts and some key facial components are also wrongly
estimated (e.g., ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b) in the second
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Since we consider the image capturing in a dynamic scenario, it is difficult to obtain the well-aligned ground truth
like other methods (Wan et al. 2017a; Chen et al. 2018).
Thus, the widely used error metrics (e.g., PSNR and SSIM)
are not suitable for our evaluations due to the lack of wellaligned ground truth. To investigate the performances of each
method, we instead evaluate how each method improves
human perception on reflection-removed results based on
the user study scores. We invite 30 participants to judge
all images in our evaluation dataset. The participants are
required to give three rankings for different results. From the
results shown in Fig. 6, nearly 80% of our images are given
the first rank, which is best among all methods. The two
non-learning based single-image methods (NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017) and WS16 (Wan et al. 2016)) and the
multiple-image method LB13 (Li and Brown 2013) generally fail on almost all images. The other three learning-based
methods (CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), CRRN (Wan et al.
2018a), ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b)) perform much better
than the non-learning based methods but still cannot outperform our proposed method.
4.1.3 Face Identity Comparison
Without loss of generality, we also evaluate the performances
by using the standard error metric. Instead of relying on
the classical pixel-wise error metric, we evaluate the performances from the feature domains by using the high-level
facial information to alleviate the issues caused by the misalignment. We use the OpenFace toolbox (Amos et al. 2016)
to compute the identity distance between the reference face
images and different results obtained by using identity error
defined as
EId = F E (B) − F E (B∗ )22 ,

(16)

where F E denotes the face recognition model used in the
evaluations, B denotes the reference image, and B∗ denotes
the estimated result.
From the results shown in Fig. 1, our method achieves
the best identity scores, which demonstrates that the proposed method preserves the face identity well. The two
non-learning methods WS16 (Wan et al. 2016), NR17
(Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)
achieve even worse results than the baseline. The results of

WS16
NR17
ZN18
CRRN
CEILNet
Ours
Reference
Target image Auxiliary image

Fig. 5 Examples of reflection
removal results on the
evaluation dataset, compared
with CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017),
CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a),
ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b),
NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al.
2017), WS16 (Wan et al. 2016),
and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013).
More results can be found in the
supplementary materials

LB13
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Table 1 Face identity comparisons using the identity error, and compared with CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017),
ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b), CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)
Baseline

Ours

CRRN (Wan
et al. 2018a)

ZN18 (Zhang
et al. 2018b)

CEILNet (Fan
et al. 2017)

NR17
(Arvanitopoulos
et al. 2017)

WS16 (Wan
et al. 2016)

LB13 (Li and
Brown 2013)

0.861

0.562

0.596

0.595

0.640

0.895

0.924

0.946

The lower identity error values are better and we use the errors between the reference image and the input mixture image as the baseline
100%

Percent of images

Rank1

Rank2

results are with the obvious gap between ZN18 (Zhang et al.
2018b) under significance level 0.05.

Rank3

80%
60%

4.1.4 Face Recognition Evaluations
40%
20%
0%
Baseline OUR

CEILNet CRRN

ZN18

NR17

WS16

LB13

Fig. 6 The human perception study and quantitative comparisons in
terms of the identity errors on the baseline, our method, CRRN (Wan
et al. 2018a), ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b), CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017),
NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), WS16 (Wan et al. 2016), and LB13
(Li and Brown 2013). For the human perception study, we use the input
mixture image as the baseline

deep learning based methods are much better than that of
the non-learning based methods. However, since CEILNet
cannot well recover the color information, its performance
also cannot outperform CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) and ZN18
(Zhang et al. 2018b). CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) and ZN18
(Zhang et al. 2018b) achieves similar performances. However, due to the wrongly recovered face components, its
average scores are also worse than our proposed methods.
The ranking of how each method performs in the quantitative
comparison (the lower error, the better) is generally consistent with human perception evaluation (the higher rank-1
score, the better).
We also conduct a significance test between our method
and ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b) by using Wilcoxon signedrank test and the p value is 0.0053, which proves that our
Table 2 Face recognition
evaluation results using four
different error metrics, and
compared with CEILNet (Fan
et al. 2017), NR17
(Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017),
ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b),
CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), and
LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)
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The human perception study in Fig. 6 and identity errors
in Fig. 1 partly reveal the effectiveness of the proposed network on preserving the face identity information. To fully
investigate whether our method can improve the accuracy of
machine vision algorithms, we evaluate our estimated results
in the task of face recognition. Given a probe face example, the goal of recognition is to find an example from the
gallery set that belongs to the same identity (Li et al. 2017b).
We randomly select 575 identities from the LFW dataset
(Learned-Miller et al. 2016) and then merge it with the identities in our evaluation dataset to form an evaluation dataset
with roughly 600 identities. Each identity has roughly the
same amount of images in each set.
We use the Top-1, Top-3, Top-5, and Top-10 recognition accuracy to evaluate the performances. From the results
shown in Table 2, our method achieves the highest recognition accuracy than all other methods. The non-learning based
methods (NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017), WS16 (Wan
et al. 2016), and LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)) can not effectively increase the recognition rate and their results are even
lower than the baseline. The learning based methods achieve
much better results. However, the artifacts observed in Fig. 5
downgrade their performances. ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b)
achieves similar performances in the Top-1 part. However,
the higher scores among other parts prove the effectiveness
of our proposed method.

Top-1 (%)

Top-3 (%)

Top-5 (%)

Top-10 (%)

Baseline

7.96

2.5

12.6

15.92

Ours

53.42

69.33

76.14

85.24

CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a)

52.26

60.21

67.04

72.72
80.69

ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b)

50.01

65.91

70.74

CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017)

40.90

59.07

68.16

80.65

NR17 (Arvanitopoulos et al. 2017)

1.15

9.10

3.42

3.43

WS16 (Wan et al. 2016)

6.82

9.09

1.25

1.82

LB13 (Li and Brown 2013)

4.52

6.84

10.22

14.78
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Coarse estimation network

Local refinement network

Input image

……

……

Estimation

Fig. 7 A simplified single-image mechanism based on our proposed
framework

Table 3 Idendity errors of our complete model against the single-image
mechanism (SIm), the model without the adversarial loss and local
context loss (W/o AC), the model without the statistic identity loss
(W/o SIL), the model without MMD, and the model without the prior
embedding (W/o PE)
Ours

SIm

W/o AC

W/o SIL

W/o MMD

W/o PE

0.562

0.580

0.611

0.573

0.565

0.582

Lower value is better

4.2 Network Analysis
Our framework consists of three parts, i.e., the siamese estimation network (SEN), the face alignment network (FAN),
and the local refinement network (LRN). In this section, we
have conducted several experiments to further analyze the
contributions of the guided reflection removal framework and
the influence of different loss functions.
4.2.1 Comparison with the Single-Image Mechanism
Though our method achieves better results, the requirement
for two images as the input still limits its availability in some
practical scenarios. A more general and user-friendly setting
should be the single-image mechanism, where only one single image is used as the input. Without loss of generality, we
also introduce a simplified single-image mechanism based
on our proposed guided mechanism as shown in Fig. 7. For
the single-image mechanism, we only keep one branch of
the siamese estimation network (the coarse estimation network in Fig. 7), the local refinement network, and the prior
embedding scheme.
The visual quality comparisons and quantitative evaluation results are illustrated in Fig. 8 and Table 3. The
single-image mechanism, CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), and our proposed guided mechanism
both achieve acceptable results on images covered by the
transmitted reflections in the first colum of Fig. 8. However,
CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017) leads to some color degradaTarget image

Auxiliary image

Reference

tion and CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) have some residue
edges. We show an extreme example in the second column of Fig. 8, where the whole target image is covered by
the low-transmitted reflections. In this situation, our proposed method successfully recovers the facial structures
covered by the reflections, but the single-image mechanism
show degraded performances, where some facial components
become unclear. However, thanks to the prior-embedding
scheme, the single-image mechanism based on our model
still performs better than other methods without such a priorembedding scheme.
The quantitative evaluations shown in Table 3 also prove
the observations in Fig. 8. The single-image mechanism
cannot outperform the performances of the guided scheme.
However, due to the prior embedding scheme, it still achieves
better results than other single-image reflection removal
methods.
Since most images in our dataset are covered by the
low-transmitted reflections, the quantitative value shown
in Table 3 obtained by the single-image mechanism cannot
compete with other settings in Table 3. However, the performance gap is still in an acceptable range. We agree that
the single-image mechanism may be more popular in the
future due to its simplicity and convenience. However, as we
have discussed in Sect. 1, the widespread usage of the video
devices, the images are more easily to be obtained from the
video or an image sequence. In this situation, the proposed

Our method

SI mechanism

CRRN

CEILNet

Fig. 8 Two results obtained by our proposed method, the single-image (SI) mechanism, CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), and CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017)
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Target image Auxiliary image Reference

With MMD

W/o MMD

Fig. 9 One results obtained by the complete model and the model without MMD

Table 4 The results ontained by CRRN with and without the face identity prior

Identity error

Input image

W/o face
identity prior

With face
identity prior

0.596

0.585

Reference

W/o prior

With prior

guided scheme or even the multiple-image framework may
be a more appropriate option for better accuracy.
4.2.2 The Effectiveness of the Local Context Loss and
Adversarial Loss
Then, another experiment is conducted to verify the concepts
leveraged from the image inpainting technique by removing
the local context loss and adversarial loss. From the results
shown in Table 3, without the two loss functions, the network
fails to achieve as high performances as the complete model.
Then, another experiment is conducted to verify the concepts
leveraged from the image inpainting technique by removing
the local context loss and adversarial loss. From the results
shown in Table 3, without the two loss functions, the network
fails to achieve as high performances as the complete model.

Fig. 10 Two results obtained by original CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) and
CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a) with facial prior

4.2.3 The Influence of the Identity Loss and Prior
Embedding Mechanism
Another experiment is to evaluate the contributions from the
statistical identity loss in the local refinement network. We
train a network by removing the two loss functions. From
the results shown in Table 3, the lower face identity distance
prove its weakness. Then, we remove the prior embedding
mechanism in the LRN, where the input to LRN reduces to
a 6-channel tensors. From the results shown in Table 3, the
performances are similar to the results obtained by using the
model without the statistic identity loss. Since our statistic
identity loss is based on MMD in Eq. 12 to measure the
similarity of two distributions based on all-order moments,
we conduct another experiment to evaluate the effectiveness
of MMD by removing it from Eq. 13. From Fig. 9, the images
with MMD indeed achieve some better results on some facial
component regions, though the average identity error metrics
in Table 3 are not very sensitive to such improvement.
Another experiment is to evaluate the contributions from
the identity loss in the local refinement network. We train a
network by removing the two loss functions. From the results
shown in Table 3, the lower face identity distance prove its
weakness. Then, we remove the prior embedding mechanism
in the LRN, where the input to LRN reduces to a 6-channel
tensors. From the results shown in Table 3, the performances
are similar to the results obtained by using the model without
the identity loss.
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Fig. 11 Results obtained by the model without the adversarial loss
and local context loss, the model without the identity loss, the model
without the prior-embedding scheme, CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), and
the complete model. The identity errors are shown below each image
for the reference

We also conduct an evaluation by embedding the facial
identity loss into CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a), a generic
single-image reflection removal method, to better evaluate
the effectiveness of the facial priors. As shown in Table 4,
the facial priors indeed improve the performances of CRRN
(Wan et al. 2018a). From results shown in Fig. 10, though
some images are still with inaccurate color, the facial components are with more accurate shape and appearance (Fig. 11).
4.2.4 The Influence of the Reflections
The most ideal scenario for our guided scheme is shown in
the fourth row of Fig. 5 with one side of the face regions
blocked in the target image and the opposite side blocked in
an approximately symmetric manner. However, in the majority of the cases, reflections occupy different regions in two
input images asymmetrically. Thus, we also conduct another
experiment by using images of the same person covered by
reflections in various regions. As shown in the last exam-
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Target image

Auxiliary image

Results

Table 5 The quantitative evaluation for CEILNet with and without
color correction based on the face identity errors

Identity error

W/o correction

With correction

0.640

0.628

Reference image

Table 6 The number of trainable parameters (TP), number of parameters in the auxillary networks (AN), number of hyper parameters (HP),
and execution speed (ES) in our method, CRRN (Wan et al. 2018a),
CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017), and ZN18 (Zhang et al. 2018b)

Fig. 12 Performance comparisons on examples with asymmetric
reflections

Target image

Reference

CEILNet (O)

CEILNet (C)

Ours

CRRN (Wan
et al. 2018a)

CEILNET
(Fan et al.
2017)

ZN18 (Zhang
et al. 2018b)

TP

1.31 × 108

5.95 × 107

4736

3.90 × 105

AN

3.41 × 107

0

0

1.38 × 108

HP

7

4

2

3

ES (s)

0.0810

0.0572

0.9634

1.24

Our result

5 Conclusion

Fig. 13 From left to right: the target image, the reference image, the
original image of CEILNet without color correction, the image of CEILNet after color correction, and our result

ple in Fig. 12, since the whole face regions are all occluded,
the facial components cannot be clearly recovered. However,
our framework still achieves promising results in other cases,
especially in the second example of Fig. 12, where both the
right half regions are occluded. This experiment also proves
that the target image can be matched with another image or
even swapped with the auxiliary image based on the images
we aim at recovering.

4.3 Color Correction for CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017)
Since CEILNet (Fan et al. 2017) also well recovers the facial
facial structures in some situations but with inaccurate color,
we also conduct a color correction for the results of CEILNet based on the method proposed in Pitie et al. (2005). From
the results shown in Fig. 13 and Table 5 of this response, it
still cannot outperform other methods, since the color correction boosts some small artifacts which are not obvious in
the original image.

We propose and solve the face image reflection removal
problem in this paper. Different from the general scenes,
the special properties of face images pose challenges on
low-transmitted reflection and face identity feature recovery
for face image reflection removal. To address these issues,
we first leverage ideas from image inpainting to recover
the key facial components covered by both transmitted and
low-transmitted reflections, and we then utilize the guided
removal framework, prior embedding and statistics identity
loss to better recover the important facial features. Based on
the newly collected training dataset, our framework achieves
better performances than existing methods on the proposed
evaluation dataset.

5.1 Limitations
Our method achieves promising results by assuming that the
facial information in the target image can be better recovered
under the guidance of another image. We will also consider
more input images in our future work to see whether it can
improve the performances. However, the domain shifts problem (Torralba and Efros 2011) between the training and
evaluation dataset may downgrade the final performance.
Besides, as shown in Table 6, our network parameters and
hyper-parameters indeed exceed that of other methods, which
may influence our convergence speed. However, the execution speed of our method shown in Table 6 is still acceptable.
Moreover, though we have tried our best to cover more realistic scenarios, the diversity of our evaluation dataset is still
limited. Our current evaluation dataset is suitable for a proofof-concept purpose and we are working on increasing its
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diversity by including more identities and more challenging
scenes (e.g., the images captured by surveillance cameras).
At last, since our method is specifically designed for the
face images, it may lead to performance drop on the general images.
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